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ABSTRACT  
 

In this present Digital world cloud computing has become one of the fascinating domains 

which are used by almost all IT companies. Normally this is mainly formed by interconnecting a 

large number of systems which is connected all together hosted on internet to store, retrieve and 

access data from remote machines not from the local machines. Till now there was no 

mechanism available to store the data in a encrypted manner in all public clouds and even private 

clouds. So in this paper we have implemented a new concept called as encrypting the data at 

client side before storing that in the cloud locations. Also, there are no restrictions for the files 

that were stored into the cloud, so in this paper for the first time we have implemented a new 

authentication factors for giving more security for the data. For this, we introduce a new fine-

grained 2-factor authentication (2FA) a protocol for giving more security for the data. Here we 

used a de-centralized approach for restricting the file access by individual authorities like trustee 

and attribute authority. In our proposed system the user should get the access permission from 

both the trustee and attribute authority in order to access or download the file which is uploaded 

in the cloud server. As a user cannot access the system if they do not hold both, the mechanism 

can enhance the security of the system, especially in those scenarios where many users share the 

same computer for web-based cloud services. As an extension we have implemented our 

proposed concept on live cloud service like DRIVEHQ service provider for storing the data in an 

encrypted manner. Also as an extension we have implemented a log maintenance by cloud 

server, where the cloud server module which is available in our current application can store all 

the log information like file access details, storing and retrieval details. By conducting various 

experiments on our proposed system, we finally came to a conclusion that this approach is best 

for storing and accessing data securely over the semi trusted cloud servers. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Today’s fast-growing Digitalization made user’s attention focused towards the cloud data 

storage as well as retrieving of data from the cloud server. As the data is been increasing day by 

day almost all the companies are unable to store their valuable data on their own individual 

devices, so in this situation they opt for a new data storage area known as Cloud Data Storage 

[1], [2]. Generally, cloud service providers allow the users to access their services for a low 

economical and ascendable marginal cost compared with primitive data storage services. 

Generally, the data which is stored in the cloud server is mainly used for sharing within the users 

of same group or between the users of different group with a valid authentication. Some of the 

best cloud data storage services are as follows: Google Drive, DriveHq Server, DropBox and 

ICloud. As these all are the best among various types of cloud service providers in which the 

data can be stored either in public cloud or private cloud, sometimes can be stored in both 

combine known as Hybrid Cloud. 

 

 
 

FIGURE.1. REPRESENTS THE ARCHITECTURE OF VARIOUS CLOUD SERVICE 

PROVIDERS AND THEIR APPLICATIONS  

 

From the figure 1, we can clearly find out that there are various cloud service providers 

that are available in the real-time environment that are used for storing various applications like 

word documents, pdf, excel and many more files. If you look at the above figure you can find out 

the various cloud service providers like Zip Cloud, Just Cloud, BOX, Google Drive, DROP BOX 

and a lot more. Of all these we are using DRIVEHQ.COM as the storage medium for storing the 

uploaded files in this proposed application. 
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As we all know that there are many applications of cloud computing, such as data sharing 

for remote systems [3], [4], [5], [6], data storage from a remote system to a centralized location 

[7], [8], [9], big data management systems [10], medical information system etc. All the cloud 

users try to access cloud-based applications or cloud server through a web browser to store or 

access the data to and from the cloud server. There are several benefits of web-based cloud 

computing services like the ease of accessibility, reduced storage costs and on time data supply. 

Although they are many principles that govern the principle of cloud computing, still it provides 

great advantages especially in terms of security and privacy. As we all know that sensitive data 

will be reside in the cloud server for sharing and access to and from the remote access, the major 

issue that arise in the cloud based services is authentication of the cloud server. Initially the 

cloud user or end user need to register into the cloud server and then once he/she got registered, 

then the user should substitute his valid credentials for login into the system for various 

applications and services access. During this login into the cloud, the two main problems that 

arise in the traditional cloud based systems is account/password based authentication is not 

strictly privacy preserving, the second mainly problem that arise in the primitive cloud based 

services is as we all know that the data from the cloud server will be accessed from different 

people from different locations and hence it may be very easy for a hacker to install some 

spyware software to learn the login password in any way from the web browser. 

In this proposed application we try to propose a novel access control model called 

attribute-based access control is a good candidate to tackle the first problem. The proposed 

access control model not only provides anonymous authentication but also further defines access 

control policies based on different attributes of the requester, environment, or the data object. In 

an attribute-based access control system, each user has a user secret key issued by the authority. 

In practice, the user secret key is stored inside the personal computer. When we consider the 

above mentioned second problem on web-based services, it is common that computers may be 

shared by many users especially in some large enterprises or organizations. In the proposed 

application we try to implement a more secure way like two-factor authentication (2FA). 2FA is 

very common among web-based e-banking services, along with the 2FA we also use the 

username/password mechanism also along with this, the user is always required to enter into the 

system with a username and password, in turn to display a one-time password. Some systems 

may require the user to have a mobile phone while the one-time password will be sent to the 

mobile phone through SMS during the login process. By using 2FA, users will have more 

confidence to use shared computers to login for web-based e-banking services. For the same 

reason, it will be better to have a 2FA system for users in the web-based cloud services in order 

to increase the security level in the system. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 
In this section we will mainly discuss about the related and background work that was 

carried out in order to propose this current 2FA model for giving security for the sensitive data 

which is stored inside the cloud server in a secure manner. Now let us look at them in detail. 

 

 

PRELIMINARY KNOWLEDGE 
In this section we will find out the system model and assumptions that were used in the 

current paper. Now let us look about them in detail: 
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From the below figure 2, we can clearly find out that there are four different services 

available and one among them is DaaS which is the main service that what we are using now for 

providing security for the current application that and prove that this service also gives the best 

security for the data which is stored inside the cloud memory locations [11]. Now let us discuss 

about each and every service in detail as follows: 

 

A. IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service) 

B. PaaS (Platform as a Service) 

C. SaaS (Software as a Service) 

D. DaaS (Data /Data Base as a Service) 

 

A. IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service) 

This is the first service out of various services that are available in the cloud. This service 

mainly deals with application level and it is basically used to set the infra-structure for the 

users. This service is mainly used to create infrastructure for the set of PCs that are linked in an 

area. The persons who come under this service is IT Professionals, this is clearly shown in the 

figure 2. 

 

 
 

FIGURE.2. REPRESENTS THE VARIOUS CLOUD SERVICES THAT ARE 

AVAILABLE IN REAL TIME CLOUD 

 

B. PaaS (Platform as a Service) 

The second important service in the cloud computing is Platform as a Service, where this 

is mainly used for customization of cloud server. Here in this service we try to set the platform 

for the users, where the developer comes under this service. Here the cloud server customizes 

which type of platforms is needed for their company usage is seen in this service. 
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C. SaaS (Software as a Service) 

The third service one among the best services in cloud computing is Software as a 

Service, where this is mainly used for a consumer to use the cloud service provider’s applications 

running on a cloud IaaS. Generally business end-users come under this service where all the 

software’s that are required for running the cloud are processed in this service. 

 

D. DaaS (Data/Database as a Service) 
This is the last one among the set of cloud services that was launched and included in 

various cloud client services is DaaS, which is clearly seen in above figure 2. This DaaS service 

is used mainly for storing the data in the form of encrypted manner [12]. As this is having 

various advantages compared with other cloud client services, it has a small limitation like the 

data which is stored in this DaaS is not stored in the encrypted manner which is stored in the 

plain manner. So, in this proposed thesis we try to encrypt the data before it is uploaded into the 

cloud using DaaS service. 

 

ATTRIBUTE-BASED CRYPTOSYSTEM MODEL 
In this section we mainly discuss about the Attribute-based encryption (ABE) [13], which 

is one of the best cryptography system which enables the fine-grained control over the encrypted 

data with private keys. Within this context, ciphertext-policy ABE (CP-ABE) [14] allows a 

scalable way of data encryption such that the encryptor defines the access policy that the 

decryptor (and his/her attributes set) needs to satisfy to decrypt the ciphertext. Thus, different 

users are allowed to decrypt different pieces of data with respect to the pre-defined policy. This 

can eliminate the trust on the storage server to prevent unauthorised data access. Besides dealing 

with authenticated access on encrypted data in cloud storage service [15], [16] ABE can also be 

used for access control to cloud computing service, in a similar way as an encryption scheme can 

be used for authentication purpose: The cloud server may encrypt a random message using the 

access policy and ask the user to decrypt. If the user can successfully decrypt the ciphertext 

(which means the user’s attributes set satisfies the prescribed policy), then it is allowed to access 

the cloud computing service. 

In addition to ABE, another cryptographic primitive in attribute-based cryptosystem is 

attribute-based signature (ABS). An ABS scheme enables a user to sign a message with fine-

grained control over identifying information [17]. Specifically, in an ABS scheme, users obtain 

their attribute private keys from an attribute authority. Then they can later sign messages for any 

predicate satisfied by their attributes [18]. A verifier will be convinced of the fact that the 

signer’s attributes satisfy the signing predicate if the signature is valid. At the same time, the 

identity of signer remains hidden. Thus, it can achieve anonymous attribute based access control 

efficiently. Recently, Yuen et al. [19] proposed an attribute-based access control mechanism 

which can be regarded as the interactive form of ABS. 

 

III. PROPOSED ATTRIBUTE-BASED ACCESS CONTROL 

MECHANISM OVER WEB-BASED CLOUD COMPUTING 

SERVICES 
In this section we will mainly discuss about the proposed architecture of proposed 

attribute based access control mechanism over web based cloud computing services. Now let us 

discuss about this architecture in detail as follows: 
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FIGURE 3. REPRESENTS THE OVERVIEW OF OUR PROPOSED 2FA FOR SECURE 

DATA STORAGE ON A CLOUD SERVER 
Our system consists of the following entities: 

 

Trustee: It is responsible for generating all system parameters and initialises the security device 

(i.e. Token). 

 

Attribute-issuing Authority: It is responsible to generate user secret key for each user 

according to their attributes. 

 

User: It is the player that makes authentication with the cloud server. Each user has a secret key 

issued by the attribute-issuing authority and a token initialized by the trustee. 

 

Cloud Service Provider: It provides services to anonymous authorised users. It interacts with 

the user during the authentication process. 

From the above figure 3, we can clearly represent the proposed architecture flow diagram 

of our current paper, where it contains totally two roles or two-level working principles like: 

1) User Key Generation Process  

2) User Access Authentication Process 
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 Initially the user key generation process will take place for generating keys for the end 

user to participate into the cloud data access. Once the data user gets registered into the account 

with all his valid credentials then, he/she need to request the trustee for a token to get enter into 

his account. The trustee will activate the registered user for the first time and it will generate a 

OTP as token for login into the system. This token will be sent to the registered mail id of the 

user and the authorized user try to use this token from his mail id at the time of login. Once the 

login is done then the user tries to enter into the account with his login details along with token. 

If the user substitutes his details correctly, he/she can enter into their account where he can view 

a list of files which are available in the cloud server. If the end user wants to access any file from 

the cloud server in a secure manner, then he/she need to request the attribute authority for 

granting access for that chosen file, if the attribute authority gives the access key then only the 

user can download that file in a decrypted and plain manner. 

 
In the second process the user authentication is done by login into the account with all his 

valid credentials and then try to substitute the token which is generated by the trustee for the end 

user. Once he enters into the account he need to substitute the secret key which was generated by 

the attribute authority for downloading or accessing the files that are stored in the cloud server. If 

the user substitutes the dual keys correctly in the authentication process, then only he/she can 

enter into their account and can access the cloud data in a secure manner. 

Frequently used notations in our system are summarized in Table I. 
 

CONSTRUCTION OF OUR PROPOSED ALGORITHM 
 

Let A be the desired universe of attributes. For simplicity, we assume A = [1, n] for some 

natural number n. We will use a vector _x ∈  {0, 1} n to represent the user’s attribute set. 

 

    Let _x = (x1, . . ., xn) ∈  {0, 1} n. If the user is in possession of attribute i,  

                                    xi = 1.  

                  Otherwise, xi = 0. 
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3) ACCESS AUTHENTICATION 
The access authentication process is an interactive protocol between the user and the 

cloud service provider. It requires the user to have his partial secret key, attribute secret key3 and 

the security device (i.e. Token) 

 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND ITS METHODOLOGY 
Implementation is the stage where the theoretical design is converted into 

programmatically manner. In this stage we will divide the application into a number of modules 

and then coded for deployment. We have implemented the proposed concept on Java 

programming language with JEE as the chosen language in order to show the performance this 

proposed multi keyword ranked based search over encrypted cloud data. The front end of the 

application takes JSP, HTML and Java Beans and as a Back-End Data base we took My SQL 

data base along with a Real Cloud Service provider called as DRIVEHQ Cloud Service provider. 

This cloud service provider will provide a space up to 1 GB for storing the files which is used by 

the application. The application is divided mainly into following 4modules. They are as follows: 
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1. Data User Module 

2. Authority Module 

3. Trustee Module 

4. Cloud server  

1. DATA USER MODULE 

Every user need to register while accessing to cloud. After user registered, at the 

time of user login then user need to provide one-time key to access user home. One-time 

key will be provided by cloud. key will be corresponding user mail id. After user access 

the user home, User can view the all files upload in cloud. User need to send the file 

request for both trustee and authority. After user have the two-factor access control, user 

can download the corresponding file 

 

 TWO FACOR ACCESS CONTROL MODULE  
If user need to access file in cloud. They need to get the two-factor access control.  

1. Trustee: Need to get security response from trustee for corresponding file. 

2. Authority: Need to get secret key from authority for corresponding file. 

 

2. ATTRIBUTE AUTHORITY MODULE  

Authority will upload the file in cloud. And uploaded file will store in drive HQ in 

encrypted format. Authority will give secret key for all files when user request for any file and 

the secret key will be send to corresponding user mail Id, If the attribute authority gives the file 

access, then only the user can download the file in a plain text manner otherwise the file will be 

always in a encrypted manner. 

 

3. TRUSTEE MODULE 

It acts as admin for cloud server. Trustee will give request for all files security response 

when user request for any file. Here trustee initially generates a token for the end user in order to 

enter into their account for requesting several files that are available in the cloud server. If the 

trustee fails to generate the token for the end user he/she cant able to login into their account for 

participating in data access. 

 

4. CLOUD SERVER MODULE 

Here we are using DRIVEHQ as the live cloud server for storing and accessing all the 

files in a secure manner. The following are the main advantages that are available with the cloud 

server module, they are as follows: 

1. Cloud can view uploaded files in cloud. 

2. Cloud can view Downloaded files by user in cloud. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we for the first time implemented a novel 2FA (including both user secret 

key and a lightweight security key like token) access control system for web-based cloud 

computing services. Here we mainly motivated by the principle of attribute-based access control 

mechanism, we designed the proposed 2FA access control system for not only enabling the cloud 
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server to restrict the access to those users with the same set of attributes but also preserve user 

privacy. We leave as future work to further improve the efficiency while keeping all nice 

features of the system. By conducting various experiments on our proposed paper by taking 

various sensitive documents related to field of information technology into consideration, we 

finally came to a conclusion that our proposed model is best for storing valuable data inside the 

cloud in a secure manner with the help of two factor authentication. 
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